The implementation of the carbon trading (CT) mechanism is important for the transformation of China's renewable energy industry, thereby affecting the structure of energy, economy, and the environment, and determining the sustainable development of China's economic-energyenvironment (3E) system in the future. This paper constructs a 3E system simulation model under the CT mechanism based on the theory of system dynamics and taking the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region as an example. We study the internal operation mechanism of the carbon emissions trading system and its impact on 3E by combing the related mechanisms of the CT market, CO 2 emissions, energy consumption, and gross domestic product (GDP), thereby helping to provide references for policy-making institutions. The results show that the implementation of CT can effectively reduce energy consumption growth and carbon emissions in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, and the negative impact of CT implementation on GDP is significantly lower than its positive impact on reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption. Thus, the CT mechanism is conducive to the sustainable development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region's 3E system. In addition, reducing the total amount of quota, reducing free quota, and increasing CT price can effectively promote carbon emission reduction, thus promoting the sustainable development of the 3E system.
Introduction
In recent years, the problem of the greenhouse effect and climate warming has had a great influence on production and the life of human beings with the rapid development of the economy. In this context, China is actively undertaking the task of carbon emission reduction and the implementation of a low-carbon economy. Among the energy policies, carbon trading (CT) has become an important tool for effectively reducing carbon emissions. The CT mechanism was first mentioned in the Kyoto protocol. Its meaning is to trade carbon dioxide emission rights as a commodity, thus forming a carbon emissions trading market, that is, a CT market. Compared with the carbon tax policy imposed by the state, the CT mechanism can be a more flexible and effective use of market mechanisms to achieve carbon reduction targets. In October 2011, China formally designated seven provinces and cities for the first batch of carbon emission trading pilot projects, which are Beijing, Tianjin, Chongqing, Shanghai, Hubei, Guangdong, and Shenzhen, and the Chinese government will set up
Methodology
According to the foregoing, we can see that many scholars have constructed a lot of models to study the CT market mechanism and its impact on energy, environment, and economic development, respectively, such as the multi-agent model, variance ratio tests, unit root test, and the CGE model. However, the dynamics of development of the 3E under CT are complex. Most of the existing models examine the static impact of the factors on 3E's development, and few examples visually indicate the complex relationship between various important factors and the long-term 3E development.
SD is a systems modeling and dynamic simulation methodology for the analysis of dynamic complexities in socio-economic and biophysical systems with long-term, cyclical, and low-precision requirements [18] . Through the complex relationship between the various elements of the system, SD establishes a relatively effective model, which can achieve the predetermined goal and meet the predetermined requirements. Based on the principle of system thinking and feedback control theory, SD helps in understanding the time-varying behavior of complex systems [19] . The 3E system under CT mechanism is a typical complex system, which involves many factors that are complex and changeable, such as economy, environment, energy, and CT policy. These factors affect and restrict each other and determine the development trend of 3E. The 3E system under CT mechanism involves multivariable, high order, and nonlinear, dynamic feedback complex systems, with obvious SD characteristics. Although other types of quantitative modeling can be used for impact analysis, the SD model, which has the advantage of solving dynamic problems, can better simulate the process of development of 3E [20] .
Causal Loop Diagrams (CLD) Analysis
The SD model built in our study contains four modules, which are economy, energy, environment, and carbon trading, including the key variables of CO 2 emissions, gross domestic product (GDP), energy consumption, environmental investment, and CT policy. Among them, economic development stimulates energy consumption, while the energy consumption also produces a large amount of CO 2 . The increase of carbon emissions, on the one hand, needs to be treated by increasing environmental aspects. On the other hand, it increases the costs of emission reduction in the CT market, which has a negative impact on the growth of GDP. In addition, economic development will promote investment in fixed assets, and the increase of investment in fixed assets will promote economic growth in turn. This study uses causal loop diagrams (CLD) to represent the relations of the SD model, as shown in Figure 1 , in which the arrow indicates the relationship between factors and the direction of influence, and the positive and negative sign represents the positive or negative correlation, respectively [21] . The theoretical framework is analyzed as follows.
3E Module
(1) The core factors of the 3E system: The economic subsystem is composed of economic elements that are interconnected and have a causal relationship between each other, where, GDP is an important indicator to measure the overall economic situation of a country or region [21] . GDP growth will directly enhance energy investment, thereby promoting the development of the energy industry, eventually leading to an increase in energy consumption. The development of industry and the growth of energy consumption further aggravate CO 2 emissions, which is the main cause of environmental pollution and greenhouse effect. Therefore, we set the core factors of the economic subsystem, energy subsystem, and environmental subsystem as GDP, energy consumption, and CO 2 emissions, respectively. (2) The feedback path of the economic subsystem: GDP → fixed assets investment → GDP growth → GDP, and GDP → industrial profits → GDP growth → GDP. The development of the economy has a positive effect on fixed assets investment, while the increase in fixed assets investment will in turn promote economic growth, and ultimately increase GDP. Similarly, economic development can promote the growth of enterprise outputs, and produce certain positive effects on industrial profits. The increase of profits will promote economic growth, and correspondingly, eventually promote the growth of GDP. (3) The feedback path of the energy subsystem [18] : GDP → energy investment → energy supply → energy gap → energy policies → energy intensity → energy consumption, and GDP → energy consumption. The GDP growth will directly increase energy investment, and the supply and demand of energy will also increase, which lead to energy shortage. With the expansion of the energy gap, energy policies will be strengthened to reduce energy intensity, thereby reducing energy demand, and thus narrowing the energy gap. (4) The feedback path of the environment subsystem: GDP → energy consumption → CO 2 emissions, and GDP → environmental investment → CO 2 emissions. On the one hand, economic growth promotes the energy industry's development, while the development of the energy industry generates a large amount of CO 2 . On the other hand, the increase of GDP will increase the government's investment in environmental governance, and thus reduce carbon emissions. 
(1) The core factors of the 3E system: The economic subsystem is composed of economic elements that are interconnected and have a causal relationship between each other, where, GDP is an important indicator to measure the overall economic situation of a country or region [21] . GDP growth will directly enhance energy investment, thereby promoting the development of the energy industry, eventually leading to an increase in energy consumption. The development of industry and the growth of energy consumption further aggravate CO2 emissions, which is the main cause of environmental pollution and greenhouse effect. Therefore, we set the core factors of the economic subsystem, energy subsystem, and environmental subsystem as GDP, energy consumption, and CO2 emissions, respectively. (2) The feedback path of the economic subsystem: GDP → fixed assets investment → GDP growth → GDP, and GDP → industrial profits → GDP growth → GDP. The development of the economy has a positive effect on fixed assets investment, while the increase in fixed assets investment will in turn promote economic growth, and ultimately increase GDP. Similarly, economic development can promote the growth of enterprise outputs, and produce certain positive effects on industrial profits. The increase of profits will promote economic growth, and correspondingly, eventually promote the growth of GDP. (3) The feedback path of the energy subsystem [18] : GDP → energy investment → energy supply → energy gap → energy policies → energy intensity → energy consumption, and GDP → energy consumption. The GDP growth will directly increase energy investment, and the supply and demand of energy will also increase, which lead to energy shortage. With the expansion of the 
CT Module
(1) CT market: In the CT market, the government sets a certain amount of total carbon emissions, that is, the total quotas, and sets the maximum amount of carbon emissions for each carbon-emitting enterprise, that is, free quotas. In order not to exceed the maximum carbon emissions, carbon emitters can purchase carbon indicators from other enterprises that do not fulfill their carbon emission targets at a certain price, to compensate for their excessive carbon emissions, thus forming the CT market for free transactions between enterprises. Enterprises need to be punished if they exceed the limit of carbon emissions. Both of the costs of purchasing carbon emissions and the fines they pay belong to the enterprises' carbon emission costs. (2) The feedback path of the impact of the CT market on the 3E system: CO 2 emissions → environmental governance cost → GDP growth → GDP, and CO 2 emissions → fine amounts → carbon emission costs → industrial profits → GDP growth → GDP. On the one hand, the increase of carbon emissions causes the government to invest more in harnessing the environment, and the increase of environmental governance costs will inevitably have some negative effects on economic development in the short term. On the other hand, when the total quota is fixed, for the larger carbon emissions, more penalties will be for the excessive emission enterprises, thus increasing the carbon emission costs. Correspondingly, the increase of carbon emission costs will increase the production costs, and have a negative effect on industrial profits, while the decrease of profits will restrain GDP growth [22] .
Model Design
In order to ensure the rationality of the modeling, we need to make a hypothesis. The government's guidance and supervision directly determine the effectiveness of the implementation of the CT mechanism. Therefore, this paper assumes that the government can effectively implement the CT policy to ensure the 3E system's development.
Based on the analysis of the theoretical framing of the SD model of the 3E system under the CT mechanism, we believe that there is a complex nonlinear relationship between energy, economics, and environment under CT. A flow graph of the 3E system under CT using Vensim was established, as shown in Figure 2 . The stock and flow diagram (SFD) is a good tool for modeling the cause and effect relationships between various components of the SD model [20] . The model design and main formulas are shown as follows. There is an energy gap when the energy consumption is higher than the energy supply, and it is adjusted by energy policies. The greater the intensity of energy conservation policy, the better the effects of energy conservation policy, which produces a decline in energy intensity, and ultimately reduces the energy gap, thereby adjusting the supply and demand of energy [23] . Energy intensity is the energy consumption per unit of GDP, as shown in Formula (2). The intensity of the energy conservation policy is related to the energy gap, and the greater the energy gap, the greater the intensity of the energy conservation policy, as shown in Formula (3). Similarly, the greater the intensity of the energy conservation policies, the greater the effects of the energy conservation policies, as shown in Formula (4). The changes in energy intensity are related to the effect of energy conservation policies and the impact of GDP on energy intensity. If energy saving is better than the impact of GDP on energy intensity, energy intensity will decline, and vice versa, as shown in Formula (5). Since the decrease of energy intensity in Formula (5) is only a value without showing direction, the expression for energy intensity is shown as Formula (6).
where,
2
CO is CO2 emissions, c E is carbon emissions per unit of energy consumption, c TI is treatment investment of carbon emission, ϕ is the economic parameter.
CO includes carbon emissions from energy production and treatment, as shown in Formula (7). Where, ϕ is the impact There are about forty control functions in this SFD to represent the quantitative relationship between parameters. In the case of limited text, the main formulas and important functional relationships in the flow chart are listed as follows. Appendix A gives the expression of the rest of the basic formulas in the model.
where, GDP g is GDP growth, IP is industrial profits, I f is investment in fixed assets, EGC is environmental governance costs, α, β, and γ are economic parameters. The greater the industrial profits and fixed assets investment, the higher the GDP growth. In contrast, the greater the environmental governance costs, the lower the GDP growth.
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where, EC is energy consumption, EI is energy intensity, IEP is intensity of energy conservation policies, EG is energy gap, EEP is effect of energy conservation policy, DEI is decrease of energy intensity, IEI is the impact of GDP on energy intensity, EI 0 is the initial value of energy intensity, ε, θ, and δ are economic parameters. There is an energy gap when the energy consumption is higher than the energy supply, and it is adjusted by energy policies. The greater the intensity of energy conservation policy, the better the effects of energy conservation policy, which produces a decline in energy intensity, and ultimately reduces the energy gap, thereby adjusting the supply and demand of energy [23] . Energy intensity is the energy consumption per unit of GDP, as shown in Formula (2). The intensity of the energy conservation policy is related to the energy gap, and the greater the energy gap, the greater the intensity of the energy conservation policy, as shown in Formula (3). Similarly, the greater the intensity of the energy conservation policies, the greater the effects of the energy conservation policies, as shown in Formula (4). The changes in energy intensity are related to the effect of energy conservation policies and the impact of GDP on energy intensity. If energy saving is better than the impact of GDP on energy intensity, energy intensity will decline, and vice versa, as shown in Formula (5). Since the decrease of energy intensity in Formula (5) is only a value without showing direction, the expression for energy intensity is shown as Formula (6).
where, CO 2 is CO 2 emissions, E c is carbon emissions per unit of energy consumption, TI c is treatment investment of carbon emission, ϕ is the economic parameter. CO 2 includes carbon emissions from energy production and treatment, as shown in Formula (7). Where, ϕ is the impact index of treatment investment on carbon emissions.
where, FA is fine amounts, FQA is free quota amount, CT is CT amounts, C c is carbon emission costs, p f is fine price, p CT is CT price, λ is economic parameter. The enterprises need to be punished if they run out of free quotas and still exceed carbon limits after CT transactions. The fine amounts are the difference between actual carbon emissions and free quotas and CT transactions, as shown in Formula (8). The carbon emission costs are the sum of the fine and CT transaction costs, as shown in Formula (9). According to Ref. [24] , the fine price is a certain proportion of the CT price under the control of the government. Therefore, the fine price is shown as Formula (10).
Validation of Dynamic Models
The SD model is a simulation of the real system. Model validation testing is to test whether the model has reached the goal of modeling and effectively reflected the reality. SD has established a variety of specific tests to detect defects and improve models, mainly including boundary adequacy, structure verification, dimensional consistency, an extreme condition test, and a structurally oriented behavior test. The model boundary test is to check whether the important concepts and variables in the system are endogenous variables, and whether the feedback loop is sufficient to describe the current problems. It can more clearly reflect the key issues studied in this paper, rather than focusing on those secondary research objects. Figure 3 summarizes the major endogenous and exogenous variables in the models.
The SD model is a simulation of the real system. Model validation testing is to test whether the model has reached the goal of modeling and effectively reflected the reality. SD has established a variety of specific tests to detect defects and improve models, mainly including boundary adequacy, structure verification, dimensional consistency, an extreme condition test, and a structurally oriented behavior test.
Boundary Adequacy
The model boundary test is to check whether the important concepts and variables in the system are endogenous variables, and whether the feedback loop is sufficient to describe the current problems. It can more clearly reflect the key issues studied in this paper, rather than focusing on those secondary research objects. Figure 3 summarizes the major endogenous and exogenous variables in the models. 
Structure Verification
The structure validation of the model is tested mainly through the sub-models/structure of the existing models, shown in Table 1 . The structure test can guarantee the correctness and practicability of the model establishment. 
Structures/Concepts Remarks
Economic and environment subsystems [18, 21] Structural formulation was adopted Energy subsystem [23, 25] Structural formulation was adopted Carbon trading (CT) market [6, 22] Causal structure was adopted
Dimensional Consistency
The dimensional consistency test requires that the parameters in the model must have the correct unit, so that the parameter has a definite meaning, and the units of all equations must be consistent. We used the "Units Check" function in Vensim software to test the model established in this paper. The results show that the units in the model are consistent.
Extreme Condition Test
The extreme conditions test is mainly used to test whether the equations in the model are stable and reliable, and whether the changes of real systems or the wishes of decision-makers can be reflected in any extreme cases. We set, (i) proportion of free quota is 0; and (ii) CT price and fine price are 0 as several extreme conditions. The simulation results show that; (i) when there is no free quota, the enterprises need to be punished for all carbon emissions, which will lead to a gradual reduction in industrial profits, so that the GDP, energy consumption and CO 2 emissions gradually reduce to 0; (ii) when the enterprises do not need CT transactions and need not to be punished, they do not have to pay emission reduction costs, making the industrial profits grow by a large scale, and GDP, energy consumption, and CO 2 emissions increase faster and faster. The extreme condition test shows that the model has good stability.
Structurally Oriented Behavior Test
In this test, official dataset from 2006 to 2015 and the results of the model can be compared to test the robustness of the model. We use a reality check to achieve the validation and verification of our model. The results are shown in Table 2 . It is obvious that the MAPEs (mean absolute percentage errors) are all limited to a relative small interval (0-3%). The relative error between the simulation value and the actual value is small, indicating that the model reflects the development trend of the Chinese 3E system well. 
Case Study
As the national capital economic circle, the collaborative development of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region has attracted extensive attention from academia, politicians and the public [27] . The BeijingTianjin-Hebei region is the most economically developed region in northern China, and is also the region with the fastest economic growth and strongest comprehensive competitiveness in China [28] . In 2016, the GDP of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region was 7.46 trillion yuan, accounting for 10.02% of the national GDP. However, with the gradual expansion of the economy in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, the demand for energy is also gradually increasing, which has directly led to the rapid increase of carbon emissions. The total amount of energy consumption is 540 million tons of standard coal, accounting for about 12.4% of the national energy consumption, and the total amount of carbon emissions accounts for about 12% of the national carbon emissions [29] . In 2016, seven of the ten cities with the worst air quality in China were in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region [30] . In response to the above problems, the Chinese government attaches great importance to the coordinated and sustainable development of energy, economy, and environment in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region by implementing energy policies such as CT. Therefore, this study uses SD models to study the sustainable development pattern of the 3E system under CT in the future development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region.
Data
In order to show the dynamic effects of the 3E system development well, SD requires that the simulation step should be as small as possible. Therefore, we assume that the step length is one month. In general, the implementation period of national energy policy ranges from 5-10 years [31] , thus, to study the impact of policy on the long-term development of the industry, this study considers the actual situation in China, and assumes that the simulation time is 10 years, or 120 months, and that the start time is January, 2016, that is, the simulation period is from 2016 to 2025.
The data resources are the China Statistical Yearbook, Chinese Energy Statistics Yearbook, China Environmental Statistics Yearbook, China Technology Statistical Yearbook, and survey data from the China Electricity Council (CES). The initial variables in this model are mainly estimated in the following ways:
(1) Direct determination. Some variable values can be directly obtained from the statistical yearbook or the CES survey data of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, such as GDP, energy fixed assets, and total quota. (2) Linear regression method. When assigning some economic auxiliary variables, there is no direct data source in reality, and it is necessary to fit these economic auxiliary variables based on historical data and quantitative regression analysis, such as GDP growth, industrial profits, and environmental governance costs. Table 3 . Here, we need to explain the numbers in the appendix so that the reader can understand the system better. The economic parameter values are determined as follows for some of the formulas of Appendix A, such as (3), (6), (8) , (18) , (22) , (24) , and (26) . We first use the data of CES to estimate the value and magnitude of each economic parameter according to the relationships among GDP, energy consumption, and CO 2 emissions of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. Then we repeatedly test the model and adjust the parameters' values, so that the SD model can eventually reach a circulatory system, which is stable, sustainable, and consistent with the development trend of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region's 3E system, thereby determining the economic parameters' values. The Formulas (1), (2) , and (3) of Appendix B are calculated by linear regression method according to Refs. [26, 32, 33] , and the R 2 of these three formulas are 0.976, 0.988, and 0.967, respectively. Formulas (4), (5), and (6) of Appendix B are calculated according to Refs. [21, 26, 32] and survey data from CES. The values of these three parameters can only estimate the range of variation and trend of change, and they are not linear growth or decrease. Therefore, we use the table function to determine the value of nonlinear change per year according to their respective range of change and trend.
Simulation Results
In this section, we use real data to simulate the development of the 3E system under the CT mechanism of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. In order to facilitate analysis, we simulate the following two scenarios:
Scenario A: Do not implement CT mechanism, that is, total quota, free quota, and CT price are 0, and other data are unchanged.
Scenario B: Consider CT implementation, and all of data reference Table 3 .
The simulation results of GDP, energy consumption, CO 2 emissions, and energy gap are shown in Figure 4 . In the absence of CT mechanism (Scenario A), the productions of enterprises do not have to consider carbon emissions restrictions without any regulation. With the growth of investment in fixed assets and energy investment year by year, on the one hand, the annual increase in GDP growth making GDP of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region rapidly increases, so that industrial profits and energy consumption increase, and CO 2 emissions increase year by year. On the other hand, the continuous increase of energy fixed assets makes the energy supply increase continuously, and the energy gap keeps dropping, thus the effect of energy conservation policy gradually decreases. Due to the annual increase of the impact of GDP on energy intensity, the energy intensity of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region gradually increases because the effect of energy conservation saving is weaker than that of GDP on energy intensity according to Formulas (5) and (6) . Coupled with the rapid growth of GDP, energy consumption and CO 2 emissions also rapidly grow. By 2019, the energy gap drops to 5 million tons of standard coal, and GDP, energy consumption, and CO 2 emissions will reach 8935.1 billion yuan, 699.92 million tons of standard coal, and 1120.37 million tons, respectively. However, with the rapid growth of CO 2 emissions, the government gradually increases the treatment investment for carbon emissions, making the environmental governance costs increase. GDP growth is negatively affected, and GDP still grows year by year but the rate of growth is slow. Similarly, the energy supply is negatively affected and its growth slowed down. However, due to the rigid demand of human production and life, energy consumption continues to grow in the short term, which makes the energy gap begin to gradually increase. Although the effect of energy conservation policy becomes large due to the impact of the energy gap, it is always weaker than the impact of GDP on energy intensity, thus, the energy intensity increases, resulting in a further increase of energy consumption, so that the energy gap and CO 2 emissions grow faster and faster. GDP, energy consumption, and CO 2 emissions of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region will reach 12,038. In the context of CT implementation (Scenario B), the enterprises will pay high carbon emission costs to purchase CT or pay the fine, making industrial profits decline, which has a negative impact on GDP growth. Thus, the growth rate of GDP is lower than that in Scenario A. The reduction in GDP reduces energy investment, thus reducing energy supply, due to the rigid demand of energy consumption, the energy gap abruptly expands in the short term, and reaches a maximum value of 1.15 billion tons of standard coal in 2018. However, with the implementation of the CT policy and the abrupt expansion of the energy gap, the government increases the effect of energy conservation saving, which is stronger than the impact of GDP on energy intensity, resulting in the reduction of energy intensity. Compared with Scenario A, although the energy consumption continues to grow, the decline of energy intensity and GDP leads to a significant drop in energy consumption, thereby reducing CO2 emissions, and the energy gap begins to decrease after 2018. In addition, we find that the energy gap gradually tends to 0. This is because carbon emissions are gradually controlled with the implementation of the CT mechanism. The decline of CO2 emissions and GDP becomes more and more stable, and the CT market gradually balances, which ultimately leads to the balance of the whole 3E system. GDP, energy consumption, and CO2 emissions of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region will reach 11,668.3 billion yuan, 987.16 million tons of standard coal, and 1536.22 million tons in 2025, respectively.
We find from the above results that the unmanaged carbon emissions of enterprises make energy consumption and CO2 emissions rapidly grow without any regulation and control, while increasing the investment burden of the government's environmental governance, eventually leading to slow GDP growth, and a 3E system that cannot be balanced. In contrast, after the implementation of the CT mechanism, the enterprises have to pay the carbon emission costs, and the industrial profits decline. However, the energy consumption and CO2 emissions are greatly reduced, and the energy gap gradually declines, and the 3E system reaches a balance. In addition, we can see from Figure 4 that the negative impact of CT implementation on GDP is significantly lower than its positive impact on reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption. Thus, the CT mechanism is conducive to the sustainable development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region's 3E system, and the positive impact of the CT mechanism on the 3E system becomes more and more important as time goes on. In the context of CT implementation (Scenario B), the enterprises will pay high carbon emission costs to purchase CT or pay the fine, making industrial profits decline, which has a negative impact on GDP growth. Thus, the growth rate of GDP is lower than that in Scenario A. The reduction in GDP reduces energy investment, thus reducing energy supply, due to the rigid demand of energy consumption, the energy gap abruptly expands in the short term, and reaches a maximum value of 1.15 billion tons of standard coal in 2018. However, with the implementation of the CT policy and the abrupt expansion of the energy gap, the government increases the effect of energy conservation saving, which is stronger than the impact of GDP on energy intensity, resulting in the reduction of energy intensity. Compared with Scenario A, although the energy consumption continues to grow, the decline of energy intensity and GDP leads to a significant drop in energy consumption, thereby reducing CO 2 emissions, and the energy gap begins to decrease after 2018. In addition, we find that the energy gap gradually tends to 0. This is because carbon emissions are gradually controlled with the implementation of the CT mechanism. The decline of CO 2 emissions and GDP becomes more and more stable, and the CT market gradually balances, which ultimately leads to the balance of the whole 3E system. GDP, energy consumption, and CO 2 emissions of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region will reach 11,668.3 billion yuan, 987.16 million tons of standard coal, and 1536.22 million tons in 2025, respectively.
We find from the above results that the unmanaged carbon emissions of enterprises make energy consumption and CO 2 emissions rapidly grow without any regulation and control, while increasing the investment burden of the government's environmental governance, eventually leading to slow GDP growth, and a 3E system that cannot be balanced. In contrast, after the implementation of the CT mechanism, the enterprises have to pay the carbon emission costs, and the industrial profits decline. However, the energy consumption and CO 2 emissions are greatly reduced, and the energy gap gradually declines, and the 3E system reaches a balance. In addition, we can see from Figure 4 that the negative impact of CT implementation on GDP is significantly lower than its positive impact on reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption. Thus, the CT mechanism is conducive to the sustainable development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region's 3E system, and the positive impact of the CT mechanism on the 3E system becomes more and more important as time goes on.
Discussion
Some of the exogenous variables in the model can be controlled by the government, such as reduction rate of total quota, proportion of free quota, and CT price. The government adjusts the value of these variables by adjusting the policy, thus acting on the CT market, and ultimately affecting the development direction of the 3E system. The gradual reduction of total quota will become an inevitable trend considering the ultimate goal of carbon emission reduction, and the reduction rate of total quota will gradually increase to achieve the goal of carbon emission reduction. Similarly, in order to increase the scale of market transactions, the proportion of free quotas will also gradually decrease. The CT price will also affect the market transactions. Thus, in this section, we l discuss the impact of these three variables on the 3E system's development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region.
Reduction Rate of Total Quota
We set 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04 of reduction rate of total quota as Scenarios C, D, and E, respectively, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 5 . The gradual increase of the quota reduction rate means that the total amount of quota will gradually decrease. The simulation results show that the reduction of the total quota contributes to carbon emission reduction but at the same time it will inhibit GDP growth. This shows that the less the total quota, the fewer carbon emission credits the enterprise can obtain in the carbon market, and the higher the carbon emission costs, which are an important part of production costs, for enterprises to meet their production needs. According to the principle of cost minimization, an enterprise may reduce its production capacity to a certain extent so as to reduce its carbon emission costs. The corresponding decrease in production capacity will have a certain negative effect on GDP. 
Discussion
Reduction Rate of Total Quota
Proportion of Free Quota
We set 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 of proportion of free quota as Scenarios F, G, and H, respectively, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 6 . The simulation results show that the increase of free quota makes the carbon emission costs smaller, which weakens the emission reduction effect of the carbon trading mechanism, so that the carbon emissions and GDP of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region increase. 
CT Price
We set 50, 60, and 70 of CT price as Scenarios I, J, and K, respectively, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 7 . The simulation results show that the carbon emissions and GDP gradually decrease with the increase of CT price. This shows that the CT price will increase the enterprises' carbon emission costs, which will lead to a greater restriction on CO2 emissions and a negative impact on GDP. 
We set 50, 60, and 70 of CT price as Scenarios I, J, and K, respectively, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 7 . The simulation results show that the carbon emissions and GDP gradually decrease with the increase of CT price. This shows that the CT price will increase the enterprises' carbon emission costs, which will lead to a greater restriction on CO 2 emissions and a negative impact on GDP. 
Conclusions
The coordinated development of 3E in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region has been paid much attention by the Chinese government. The 3E system under the CT mechanism of the Beijing-TianjinHebei region is a typical complex system, which is influenced by many factors. Therefore, this paper constructs a 3E model based on SD, and studies the internal operation mechanism of CT system and its impact on 3E by combing the relationship between CT policy, CO2 emissions, energy consumption, and GDP. On the basis of qualitative analysis, this paper combines quantitative analysis and policy optimization simulation to provide theoretical guidance and countermeasures for the realization of carbon emission reduction targets in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and the development of a lowcarbon economy.
According to the simulation results of the model, we can draw the following conclusions: (1) The SD model established in this paper can well describe and simulate the trend of the 3E system's sustainable development under the CT mechanism of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, which can provide references for scholars to study the impact of CT policy on the 3E system in other regions. ( 2) The long-term development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region's 3E system is not sustainable under the current situation. However, the implementation of CT can effectively reduce the energy consumption growth and carbon emissions, and the negative impact of CT implementation on GDP is significantly lower than its positive impact on reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption. Thus, the CT mechanism is conducive to the sustainable development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region's 3E system. (3) Reducing the total amount of quota, reducing free quota, and increasing the CT price can effectively promote carbon emission reduction, thus promoting the sustainable development of the 3E system. This paper notes some limitations that are still to be improved upon. The paper only considers the impact of carbon emission costs on the production costs and enterprises' profits, but does not involve the whereabouts. On the one hand, the government can return carbon revenue as subsidies to enterprises, which will reduce the negative impact of CT on the economy. On the other hand, the government can invest carbon revenue into the development and utilization of clean energy to promote the improvement of CT policy for the environment. These problems will be the main direction of our continuous improvement of the simulation model of the CT mechanism in the future. 
The coordinated development of 3E in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region has been paid much attention by the Chinese government. The 3E system under the CT mechanism of the Beijing-TianjinHebei region is a typical complex system, which is influenced by many factors. Therefore, this paper constructs a 3E model based on SD, and studies the internal operation mechanism of CT system and its impact on 3E by combing the relationship between CT policy, CO 2 emissions, energy consumption, and GDP. On the basis of qualitative analysis, this paper combines quantitative analysis and policy optimization simulation to provide theoretical guidance and countermeasures for the realization of carbon emission reduction targets in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and the development of a low-carbon economy.
According to the simulation results of the model, we can draw the following conclusions: (1) The SD model established in this paper can well describe and simulate the trend of the 3E system's sustainable development under the CT mechanism of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, which can provide references for scholars to study the impact of CT policy on the 3E system in other regions; (2) The long-term development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region's 3E system is not sustainable under the current situation. However, the implementation of CT can effectively reduce the energy consumption growth and carbon emissions, and the negative impact of CT implementation on GDP is significantly lower than its positive impact on reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption. Thus, the CT mechanism is conducive to the sustainable development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region's 3E system; (3) Reducing the total amount of quota, reducing free quota, and increasing the CT price can effectively promote carbon emission reduction, thus promoting the sustainable development of the 3E system. This paper notes some limitations that are still to be improved upon. The paper only considers the impact of carbon emission costs on the production costs and enterprises' profits, but does not involve the whereabouts. On the one hand, the government can return carbon revenue as subsidies to enterprises, which will reduce the negative impact of CT on the economy. On the other hand, the government can invest carbon revenue into the development and utilization of clean energy to promote the improvement of CT policy for the environment. These problems will be the main direction of our continuous improvement of the simulation model of the CT mechanism in the future.
